Inventing Galicia that has to be done here; it is a confusion like no other: cabals, intrigues, anarchy, finally even an absurdity of principles."7 The Sarmatians were supposedly ancient inhabitants of the region, whose name had been adopted by the Polish nobility as valorous ancestry: Sarmatian style, as reflected in long coats and curved swords, was considered a distinctively Polish alternative to French fashion. Yet, for Joseph to declare himself "among the Sarmatians" constituted an attribution of comical barbarism to the inhabitants of Galicia, denominating them as if they were the natives of some parable by Voltaire: like Candide among the Bulgars and the Avars. Indeed, Joseph's discovery of Galicia's characteristic "confusion" and "absurdity" was entirely consistent with Voltaire's general vision of eastern Europe. Voltaire wrote to Catherine the Great, also in 1773, that he hoped she would bring about "the unscrambling of all this chaos in which the earth is plunged, from Danzig to the mouth of the Danube."8 The Josephine mission in Galicia would similarly involve the unscrambling of chaos, bringing order out of confusion.
To order the province meant, first of all, constituting the newly appropriated territories as a coherent administrative unit. Pergen, the governor, a protege of Kaunitz, was supposed to create a brand-new administration, displacing the remnants of the former Polish government and establishing a province that could be aligned and integrated with the other Habsburg lands. This fantasy of enlightened statecraft-the perfect displacement of old forms and institutions by new-was encouraged by the ideological implications of the "revindication" of Galicia. Kaunitz proposed that since the Habsburgs were, in fact, reclaiming a Hungarian province, illegitimately obtained by Poland in the Middle Ages, then all intervening Polish developments could be considered null and void.9 In particular, the extensive privileges and prerogatives of the Polish gentry in local government, along with Polish law and custom, could simply be canceled, producing a tabula rasa-Galicia-which the new Habsburg masters might cover with their own formulas. Yet Pergen, arriving in L'viv in 1772, had to deal with the practical fact that Galicia was neither a blank slate, nor a new world, but a fully inhabited territory of some two-and-ahalf million people-including Poles, Ruthenians or Ukrainians, and Jews-and they could not be governed with complete disregard for their past circumstances.
WhenJoseph came to Galicia in 1773 he was already inclined to be dissatisfied with Pergen for his inadequate commitment to the radical overhaul of Galician society and administration. Joseph had prepared an agenda of 154 questions for Pergen. So Pergen quickly compiled an account of the province: Description of the Kingdoms of Galicia and Lodomeriaat the moment of its "revindication" by the Habsburgs.10 These 150 pages 822 Slavic Review of description made it very clear that Galicia was not a void in which the Habsburgs could act with complete disregard for abiding circumstances. Yet, even in the context of exchanging questions and answers, producing description and information, Joseph would nevertheless, at the first glance of his own imperial eye, conclude that Galicia was at best a domain of confusion. Really, it was what he had expected all along, had known that he would discover from the moment that he set out on his voyage: altri guai! Robinson Crusoe in Galicia: "The New and the Strange" Throughout the Habsburg monarchy, the decade of the 1780s witnessed the tremendous upheaval caused byJoseph's campaign for revolutionary enlightened absolutism, later labeledJosephinism: the encouragement of administrative centralization from Vienna, the imposition of state control over religious life, the concession of religious toleration, the relaxation of censorship, the partial abolition of serfdom through the legal protection of peasants, and the corresponding assault on noble privileges. Such reforms were revolutionary everywhere in the monarchy, but the recent acquisition of Galicia, and the convenient argument for its "revindication," meant that historic prerogatives had less weight there than in the other Habsburg lands. In the Josephine decade the government continued to seek comprehensive information about Galicia, the official knowledge that facilitated imperial power. Such knowledge also began to find its place within the public sphere of the Enlightenment, as controversy over the emperor's reforms brought Galicia to the attention of German readers inside and outside the Habsburg monarchy.
Franz Kratter, a young man from Swabia-within the Holy Roman Empire but outside the Habsburg dynastic lands-spent six months in Galicia in 1784, visiting his brothers who had established themselves selling wine in L'viv. Kratter's Briefe iiber den itzigen Zustand von Galizien (Letters about the present situation of Galicia) appeared anonymously in two volumes in Leipzig in 1786 and, for the first time, made Galicia into a subject for discussion in the public sphere, beyond the restricted circles and channels of the Habsburg government. Kratter remarked that travel accounts "have always been the favorite reading of the German public," because they appealed to "its taste, its inclination for the new and the strange." 1 Galicia was certainly something quite new to the reading public in the 1780s, and Kratter would seek to emphasize, indeed partly to impute, the requisite strangeness. 
Inventing Galicia
Kratter promised to present not only the positive aspects of Galicia but also "the bad, the ugly, the abominable [das Schlechte, Hdssliche, Abscheuliche]." He anticipated that the bad, the ugly, and the abominable might overwhelm his enlightened public: "Friends of humanity, noble, gentle, amiable souls, I must beg your pardon if I sometimes offend the delicacy of your sensibility and make your heart bleed with terrible images of inhuman tyranny, with sad depictions of oppressed human misery."'2 Thus Kratter established the chasm that separated his public of gentle German readers from the different world of Galicia. It was, in fact, the nobility in Galicia that appeared particularly detestable to Kratter, and he aimed his account at a middle-class public who might be expected to approve the Josephine assault on noble privilege. He demanded that the "Galician nobility" be compelled "to bend its unruly anarchic spirit to the yoke of monarchy." The very notion of a "Galician nobility" was something new, something inconceivable before Austrian rule; the Habsburgs had annexed the lands of the Polish nobility, who became Galician when they lost the rights that pertained to their Polish political status. Becoming Galician was thus conceived as the imposition of Habsburg monarchical discipline.
The modern idea of "Eastern Europe" was formulated in the age of Enlightenment, as the eastern lands of the continent came to be seen as constituting a domain of backwardness, awaiting the improvements of civilization. The governing of Galicia was thus, accordingly, conceived as a civilizing project. Kratter cited "the barbarous wildness of the Polish nobility." The Polish noble had been, formerly, "the most inhuman, abominable wild thing [Wildling]" and "remote from every mannered society, from his youth destined for unlimited command, through coarse, wild and horrible actions hardened to the point of tigerish insensitivity." The nobles still demonstrated their barbarism in violent brutality toward their serfs. Kratter thus emphasized the wild, coarse, and even bestial world of the tigerlike Polish nobles in Galicia, in contrast to the mannered society of the civilized world, the world of the German reading public. Those Polish nobles were, even as Kratter wrote, being transformed, civilized, melted down, and "recast" (umgeschmolzen) as Habsburg Galician subjects.13 Kratter's literary mission thus served the political purpose of Habsburg vindication. Maria Theresa had cherished the pretense of traditional legitimacy that derived from the medieval Hungarian claim to Halych and Vladimir. In the age ofJoseph, in the 1780s, it was possible to articulate a more modern claim to legitimacy before the public, emphasizing the displacement of barbaric cruelty by enlightened government.
Just as Joseph sought to restrict noble prerogatives throughout the Habsburg monarchy, he was simultaneously committed to striking down the privileges of the church, which he especially sought to subordinate to the state. Kratter accordingly believed that nobles and clergy were jointly complicit in perpetrating evil in Galicia.
That is why churches and monasteries are made into whorehouses and houses of public shame for the high nobility! That is why laymen and priests remain silent when a lustful, debauched monster, in church, has a penitent praying innocent removed from the foot of the altar, and amidst the most mysterious observances of Christian worship, surrounded by his followers, violates her in the clear sight of the people! My heart is outraged! My blood is in ferment, my soul filled with horror and loathing, and at this moment my conception of humanity and the church is lowered far beyond all ugliness.14 While such writing crudely served the political purpose of justifying Joseph's measures against the clergy, Kratter's extravagant treatment of the subject went far beyond the conventions of polemical engagement to achieve a blasphemously pornographic representation not altogether unlike the contemporary literary effusions of the Marquis de Sade. Kratter, in the literary spirit of Sturm und Drang, actually wrote himself into a passionate frenzy, describing his own clinical symptoms of heart and blood, which might be infectiously communicated to susceptible readers.
The Uniate or Greek Catholic Church of the Galician Ruthenians, with its preservation of Orthodox ritual, seemed even more disturbing to Kratter than Roman Catholicism. He went so far as to describe the ritual as "low comic burlesque" (niedrigkomische Purleskerei) and was himself able to make it into comedy by the tone of his description. When Kratter critically considered his own work, he conceded that some ideas might seem to be "the innocent dreams of a pleasantly occupied fantasy." Dreaming and fantasy, however, had their place in any consideration of Galicia. The province had to be imaginatively envisioned in the future, ever a work in progress. "The whole is near its recasting [Das Ganze ist seiner Umschmelzung nahe]," he intimated, apocalyptically. Yet, however near the recasting might appear, it would always remain just out of reach.21 Kratter thus addressed the German public and conjured an image of Galicia that aimed to seduce his readers into dreaming, along with him, the fantasy of enlightened transformation.
Other writers, however, competitively laid claim to the fantasies of that same readership. Kratter 
Complicating the tensions surrounding the death of Joseph and the collapse ofJosephinism in 1790 was the ongoing French revolution, which offered a whole new language and agenda for addressing political concerns. The Galicians of 1790 believed that they possessed certain "rights" and spoke on behalf of their "nation." Such was the language of the charter, which was probably composed in part by Ossoliniski himself.29 Yet, though the Galicians might indulge in some of the phrases of the contemporary revolution, they were far more attuned to the conservative reaction against revolutionary France, which influenced the parallel reaction against revolutionaryJosephinism. The ideological tensions of revolutionary politics and incipient modern conservatism thus found expression in the controversy surrounding Galicia in 1790.
The first point of the Galician charter was titled, "Droit de la propriete," the right of property, taken from the French Declaration of the Rights of Man of 1789. Leopold was thus enjoined: "May it please Your Majesty that property, this sacred right of man, the foundation of society and the guarantee of the loyalty of subjects toward the state, may be forever solidly established."30 Yet, the Galician nobles invoked the right of property in a spirit precisely opposite to that of the French Third Estate; they were implicitly protesting againstJoseph's efforts to limit their feudal right over the lands worked for them by their enserfed peasants.
Furthermore, the Galicians proposed the periodic summoning of the "estates general." For Galicia the very idea of the estates general was a notable innovation, inasmuch as the land had never possessed any sort of distinctive political coherence before 1772. With government regulations in 1775 and 1782, as part of the program to eliminate the privileges and traditions of the Polish nobility, the Habsburg government had taken steps toward organizing society in Galicia into estates. Now, the Galicians insisted that an estates general, representing the whole province, should be "uniquely considered to be the general will of the nation."31 The allusion to the "general will" was also a direct quotation from the Declaration of the Rights of Man, which was quoting in turn from Jean Jacques Rousseau's Social Contract. Conservative nobles thus draped themselves in revolutionary rhetoric. They did not specify exactly what "nation" would be represented in its general will through the estates general. Yet, if Galicia possessed a general will, then it was also possible to conceive of a Gali- The Considerations proposed to explore the reasons for Galicia's decline "to this degree of abjectness" (do tego stopnia nikczemnosci), and the explanation was found in the collapse of traditional relations between noble landowners and peasant serfs. Conditioned by "custom established over centuries," there had been achieved in Galicia a "tacit accord between the landowner and his subjects," such as to "bind the well-being of the landowner most closely to that of the subject," and thus achieve their mutual satisfaction.34 As in Burke's Reflections, the Polish Considerations presented organic arguments on behalf of finely tuned social hierarchies sanctioned by venerable tradition. Both works were conditioned by the ongoing revolutionary circumstances in France, and, in the Galician context, philosophical conservatism became the basis for an indictment of Josephinism.
The Considerations affirmed that formerly, in Poland, peasants had been content; they had even enjoyed relative prosperity, which was attributed to the harmonious relations between peasants and masters: "This securely established bond between landowners and subjects promoted agriculture and population, and lord and subject thus became rich. Physiology and sentiment of heart and blood, nature itself, thus formed the inner Polish dynamics of the Galician, while destiny made him, in his life and action, the loyal subject of the Habsburgs. He felt himself a Pole but lived as a Galician. The signature of the dedication expressed the depth of his sincerity: "Z nayglebszych najglebszy, Gallicyan." He was "Galician" from the deepest depths, but the paradox was evident, for to be Galician was an externally lived relation to the viscerally experienced feeling of Polish heart and Polish blood. The Galician poet composed his poem in 1792, and that year also witnessed the sudden death of Leopold, whose accession two years before had seemed to offer such a promising political opportunity to the Galicians. He was succeeded by his son Franz, who found himself almost im-45. Skutki dziet Woltera, przez Gallicyana (1792), 3. 46. Ibid.
